
Grey Mare’s Tail Nature Reserve is a short distance from 
Moffat in the heart of the Southern Uplands.

The Roaring Linn

Grey Mare’s Tail
Nature Reserve
DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY

The National Trust for Scotland is an independent 
charity with the aim of conserving, managing and
promoting Scotland’s cultural and natural heritage.  
We depend on our members and visitors to enable 

us to continue our work, both now and in the future.  

Please support the Trust by becoming a member 
today and help to protect Scotland’s heritage for 

future generations to enjoy.

       Tel: 0844 493 2100 / 0844 493 2249 (NTS Grey Mare’s Tail) 
Website: www.nts.org.uk

Illustrative map Mike Ritchie. Photos from National Trust for Scotland 
Photo Library. Designed by Weesleekit Ltd   

With support and
financial assistance from
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Where, deep deep down, and far within,
Toils with the rocks the roaring linn;
Then, issuing forth one foamy wave, 
And wheeling round the giant’s grave,
White as the snowy charger’s tail 
Drives down the pass of Moffatdale. 

Excerpt from Marmion, Walter Scott, 1808

Tumbling waters pour down the 
rocks of the UK’s fifth highest 
cascade. As you venture further, 
the secrets of this hanging valley 
will gradually unfold, revealing 
the picturesque Loch Skeen, and 
striking views from White Coomb 
- one of the highest hills in the 
south of Scotland.

This leaflet is available in large print. Tel: 0844 493 2100 
The National Trust for Scotland for Places of Historic Interest or Natural Beauty 
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Left hanging A refuge in the rocks
Many rare plants thrive at Grey Mare’s Tail in rock seams and 
in small patches of lime-rich soil. The shattered rock walls in 
cleuchs (gorges) and the numerous craigs provide a natural 
refuge, where vulnerable plants are safe from goats and other 
grazing animals. 

Many of the rare montane willows found high on the craigs 
of White Coomb are more accessible and have suffered as a 
result. The Trust has put up a small exclosure to keep sheep 
and goats out and to allow the remaining willow and tall herb 
populations to recover. 

In partnership with the Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh, the 
Trust has also reintroduced one of Britain’s rarest ferns – the 
Oblong Woodsia – to the site as part of a species recovery 
programme. Visitors can see this small fern in a rockery beside 
the car park.

Down in the valley
Grey Mare’s Tail is well known for the peregrine falcons 
which nest every year on the craigs around the waterfall. 
Watch out for ring ouzels (like small blackbirds with a white 
neck ring) and listen for the deep resonant voice of the raven. 

Feral goats have roamed these slopes for at least 200 years 
and you will see plenty of them as you follow the Tail Burn up 
the path. On the higher slopes you might catch a glimpse of a 
mountain hare. 

If you are really lucky you might see an otter or an osprey, 
both of which occasionally hunt in and around the loch.

A place to hide  

Some place names here at Grey Mare’s Tail originate from 
the seventeenth century, when Scotland was in the throes 
of a bloody civil war known as the ‘Killing Time’. 

The Covenanters had rebelled against
the King over religious differences. 
The King made attending their church 
services punishable by death. Hundreds 
feared for their lives. Many Covenanters 
fled to the wild hills of southern 
Scotland. 

Halbert Dobson took refuge at Dob’s 
Linn, which was later named after him. 
At Watch Knowe, the rebels could look 
out for government troops approaching 
from Moffat, under the command of 
Claverhouse or ‘Bluidy Clavers’. 

The bogs and moraines around Loch 
Skeen were ideal for escaping on foot 
from mounted troops - this was 
treacherous terrain for horses. So how 
could Claverhouse gallop over it at such 
speed? Perhaps his horse was, as legend 
has it, ‘a gift from Satan himself’.

Alpine Clubmoss Dwarf Cornel Starry Saxifrage Otter Loch Skeen sedgesRoseroot

Tagging a Peregrine FalconOblong Woodsia Black Alpine Sedge

Grey Mare’s Tail is a waterfall flowing from what is known as 
a hanging valley. During a succession of ice ages over the past 
two million years, massive ice sheets covered the land. Like 
giant ice rivers, these glaciers slowly moved and the ground 
beneath was scraped out and eroded by the rocks they carried. 

The deep U-shape of the 
Moffat Water Valley would 
have been carved by one 
huge glacier; the shallower 
side valleys, by smaller 
ones. When the ice sheets 
melted, the Tail Burn was 
left hanging 200m above 
the main valley floor.

The last major period of 
glaciation, when most of 
Britain was covered in ice, 
ended around 15,000 years 
ago. The Scottish Lowlands 
was also a southern outpost 
of another smaller ice age 
about 5,000 years later, 
known as the Loch Lomond 
Re-advance.
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        Moraines 

When the last glacier receded back up into the hills, it left 
deposits of silt, pebbles and boulders. These mounds are 
known as moraines.

        Loch Skeen
Loch Skeen’s clear, unpolluted water laps on desolate but 
tranquil shores. It is the highest large, natural upland loch 
in the Southern Uplands sitting at over 500m above sea 
level. The stark craigs rise over 300m higher. Since the last 
ice age, a huge moraine has held water in its rock basin. 
Golden eagles once built a nest on the islet at the south end, 
but the last one was killed in the 19th century. The loch is 
now home to Britain’s rarest freshwater fish, the vendace – 
recently successfully introduced as part of a species recovery 
programme.

        Drystane dykes
You’ll notice many traditional hand-built stone walls around 
the landscape. They are known as drystane (dry stone) dykes 
as no mortar is used. Most were built in the late eighteenth 
century, when improvements were made to the 
sheep farms in the area. More recently 
many have fallen into disuse or have 
been replaced by fences.

        White Coomb
As its impressive craigs tower over the surrounding landscape, 
White Coomb appears distant and remote. At 821m it is the 
highest hill in Dumfriesshire and there are panoramic views 
from its rounded summit. The two very low mounds at the top 
are believed to be burial cairns of around 3,500-4,000 years 
old.

        Dob’s Linn 

Dob’s Linn is an internationally important geological site and 
is famous for its fossils. In 1864 an amateur geologist, Charles 
Lapworth, was working here when he made an important 
discovery. He realised that you can discover the age of a layer 
of rock by studying the fossil graptolites (a type of small sea 
creature) within it. This site is still used for dating rocks of a 
similar age from around the world.

         Grey Mare’s Tail  
Grey Mare’s Tail is one of the most spectacular landmarks in 
Southern Scotland. The Tail Burn plunges 60m (200ft) into a 
gorge, forming the fifth highest cascade in Britain. Its name is 
thought to be descriptive - do you think it looks like a horse’s 
tail?

        Drystane ruins 

Shepherds once used these buildings as summer shelters. 
Shepherd, Walter Scott (no relation to the writer) lived by Loch 
Skeen with his family in the 19th century. One wild stormy 
night while he was out with his sheep, the roof blew off his 
house. Mrs Scott tied her son to her back and walked 3 miles 
through the wind and rain to Polmoodie for shelter. Story from 
James A Beattie, Moffat, 9th, December, 1921. 

        Waterfall Viewpoint
The safest view of the waterfall is 
from the drystane enclosure on the 
right hand side of the Tail Burn. This 
resembles the stells or sheepfolds 
that were once common in the 
landscape. Above this are the steps 
that take you on the steep path to 
Loch Skeen. 

        Footpath to Loch Skeen 

The steep path clinging to the 
right-hand side of the gorge offers 
excellent views. It takes about an 
hour to reach Loch Skeen.

        Grey Mare’s Trailer
In summer months, why not visit the Ranger’s Trailer? Staff 
and volunteers will be able to give you any information you 
require about the site and you can take a closer look at the 
peregrine falcon’s nest through our CCTV link. 

       The Tail Burn ‘Fort’
The terrace (or terminal moraine) above the car park on the 
north side of the burn has a prehistoric bank and ditch along 
its edge, constructed around 2,000 years ago. The long bank 
has been known as the Giant’s Grave since the early 19th 
century but it isn’t a burial mound. The name reflects the fact 
that archaeologists have various theories as to the use of the 
site. Was it defensive, or could it have been a place for pagan 
ceremonies?

        

Access and Safety Information 
The paths are rough and steep in places and can be dangerous. Please 
wear footwear with good grip and keep to the paths. Keep dogs under 
control. The weather can change dramatically, even in summer, and 
warm, waterproof clothing is essential. The map illustration is not 
intended for navigational use. If you are leaving the main path beyond 
Loch Skeen, take a map and compass and know how to use them. 
Please see the Scottish Outdoor Access code: 
www.outdooraccess-scotland.com 

clockwise:  Common Blue Damselfly, Devils-bit Scabious, Feral Goat, Emperor moth caterpillar   Carrifran Gans from White Coomb Loch Craig Head and Loch SkeenBlack Alpine Sedge survey
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